
 
 

2016 Wedding Image Packages: 
 

Package A 
-6 hours of wedding day coverage w/unlimited number of images 

-10x10 Paganiphoto Coffee Table Storybook with thick pages and wraparound image 
cover 

-free download of all of your edited high-res digital images  
-photographer’s assistant for entire day (with Marc) 
-one 16x20 or two 8x10 custom prints of your choice 

-optional additional photographer for entire day or just a portion (see pricing below) 
-online gallery for you and your guests to just browse or place print orders 

-5% off additional albums 
$2495: Marc + assistant OR $1795: Brian OR $1495:  Other Associate 

 
Package B 

-8 hours of wedding day coverage w/unlimited number of images 
-10x10 Finao ONE album with 1mm thick pages and either a canvas, leather, Ice 

acrylic, silk, linen cover, Bullet Smooth Metal, wood, glass, metal,(approx 300 cover 
options) 

-free download of all of your edited high-res digital images  
-photographer’s assistant for entire day (with Marc) 
-one 16x20 or two 8x10 custom prints of your choice 

-optional additional photographer for entire day or just a portion (see pricing below) 
-$200 professional custom print credit at the online gallery  

-online gallery for you and your guests to just browse or place print orders 
-5% off additional albums 

$3495: Marc + assistant OR $2795: Brian OR $2495:  Other Associate 
 

Package C 
-10 hours of wedding day coverage w/unlimited number of images 

-Engagement or bridal portrait session with free 16x20 custom archival Ultrachrome 
print for your sign-in table  

-11x14 or 12x12 Finao ArtOne Album with 1.5mm thick pages and either a canvas, 
leather, Ice acrylic, silk, linen cover, Bullet Smooth Metal, wood, glass, metal 

(approx 300 cover options) 
-Two 8x8 paganiphoto Custom Coffee Table StoryBooks w/ wraparound cover 

-free download of all of your edited high-res digital images  
-photographer’s assistant for entire day (with Marc) 

-one 16x20 or two 8x10 custom archival Ultrachrome prints of your choice 
-$500 professional custom print credit at the online gallery  

-5% off additional albums 
$5995: Marc + assistant OR $5295: Brian OR $4995:  Other Associate 

 



 
Extras Menu  

Engagement or Bridal Portraits not on wedding day: $350 for wedding clients/$400 
for non-wedding clients – sessions last up to 1 hour and include a 16x20 print  

Rehearsal Dinner - $350 per hour (2 hour minimum) 
2nd photographer: $200 per hour (2 hour minimum) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Details:  
• Additional hours of coverage available at $400 per hour  

• For shoots more than 20 miles from Marc Pagani Photography - travel fees 
are $60/hr. each way travel time 

Reprint Price List: Color or Black and White Prints Wallet size (2x3 - min. 4 per neg.) 
$2 per print 3.5x5 $5, 4x5 $8, 4x6 $8, 5x5 $8, 5x7 $ 12, 6x8 $12 7x10 or 8x8 $15, 
8x10 $20, 10x10 $25, 10x12 $30, 10x13 or 10x15 $35 ,11x14 $45, 12x16 or 12x18 - 

$75, 16x20 or 16x24 - $125, 20x24 or 20x26 - $150, 24x36 - $225 
 canvas printsPrint Options: Custom Borders - add $.50 per image (Proofs), $1 per 

page (proof magazines) or $2 per image (finished), Sepia Toning – add $1 per image 
 

Packages subject to local sales tax; percentage is based on location of wedding 
Image file download will be available upon expiration of online gallery 

 
 



 
About the Wedding Albums: 

 
Finao artONE   

 
Finao artONE™ features the finest pigment based giclée printing on 

Hahnemühle German etching paper, one of the world's finest art papers. It 
combines all the same quality binding, cover options and leathers as our 

original ONE™ album. The water color paper delivers an aesthetic quality that 
puts your albums in a class of their own. To assure the most durable prints 
available anywhere, every artONE™ page is finished with Finao's proprietary 

surface modification that protects this delicate paper and printing from 
moisture, fingerprints and scratching. artONE™ takes albums to art and 

delivers everything your most discriminating clients deserve. When only the 
best will do, select the artONE™. This book is included in Package C. 

 
   Fine art flushmount album 
   Hahnemühle German etching paper 
   Giclée printing offers unsurpassed depth and color 
   Protective propriety surface modification 
   Distinct textured paper 
   Handmade covers & binding 
   Endless cover options 
   Slim page style 
   Square Spines 
   Handmade paper liners available 

Delivered beautifully gift wrapped and boxed 
 

10x13, 10x15, 11x14, or 12x12 – 20 pages/45 prints - $1600; $75 each additional  2 
page leaf with prints 

10x10 - 20 pages/45 prints - $1350; $70 each additional 2 page leaf with prints 
8x8 - 20 pages/45 prints - $1200; $65 each additional 2 page leaf with prints 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 



 
Finao ONE 

 
The Finao ONE™ is an edge-to-edge flush mounted book featuring true silver 
halide Fuji lustre paper. It combines custom craftsmanship and handmade 

details with on-trend, fashion-forward looks. It's your book, done your way. 
Loads of cover designs, finabulicious leathers, distinctive fabrics and specialty 
covers all come together to create the look your clients won't be able to live 
without. Break the mold with a bold statement or stick with classic designer 

appeal. ONE™ is the flush mount album that changed it all. It's hip. It's hot. It's 
loved. And it proves that the best quality is anything but boring.  This book is 

included in Package B. 
   Photographic printing in matte, lustre, or metallic 
   Coated prints for extra protection & durability 
   Handmade covers & binding 
   Endless cover options 
   Square or Round spines 
   Thick (black core) or Medium (white core) pages 
   Handmade paper liners available 

Delivered beautifully gift wrapped & boxed 
 

10x13, 10x15, 11x15 or 12x12 – 20 pages/45 prints - $1100;  $50 each additional 2 
page leaf  including 4 prints  
10x10 or 8x12 - 20 pages/45 prints - $850;  $40 each additional 2 page leaf  4 prints 
8x10, 8x8, 6x8, or 6x9 - 20 pages/45 prints - $750;  $30 each additional 2 page leaf  
including 4 prints 
5x5 - 20 pages/45 prints - $650;  $25 each additional 2 page leaf  including 4 prints 
 
 

 



 
 

The Cypress Album 
 
The Cypress Album offers a new level of sophistication in design.  Individually handcrafted by 
artisans, the albums are enveloped with Japanese bookbinding fabric and bound with exquisite 
ribbons from Switzerland.  The pages are made from acid-free fine art paper that is hand torn 
to create a deckled edge.  These albums also come with a European style presentation box 
made specifically to fit each album.  The images are permanently mounted by Cypress 
craftsmen. You can choose from over 15 elegant Japanese bookbinding fabrics to cover any 
album. 

 

 
 

12x12 – 30 sides/45 prints - $1600; $75 each additional page (2 sides) with prints 
10x10 - 30 sides/45 prints - $1350; $70 each additional page (2 sides) with prints 
8x8 - 30 sides/45 prints - $1200; $65 each additional page (2 sides) with prints 

 
The Cypress “C” Album 

“C” is the latest creation in understated elegance by Cypress.  The covers of this unique 
sophisticated album are enveloped with Japanese bookbinding fabric.  The rich smooth pages 
are interleaved with parchment allowing prints to be mounted on both sides of the page.  The 
warmth and texture of this album reflects those special moments in your images.  Each album 

comes with an inset on the cover for an image.  Photographs can be mounted with photo 
corners or double sided acid-free corners. 

 

 
 

13x13 – 60 sides/75 prints - $90011x11 – 60 sides/75 prints - $825 
9x12  – 60 sides/75 prints - $750 
8x10 – 60 sides/75 prints - $675 
add presentation box  +$300 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

paganiphoto Custom Coffee Table StoryBook 
 

A stunning, customized lay-flat style book that features thick pages, with no middle 
gutter, printed on gloss or matte paper and a wrapround image cover.  This book is 
included in Package A  in a 8x8 size with a leather spine and back and in Package C 

as two 8x8 books with wraparound cover. 
  

8x8” Wraparound Hardcover Book with 30 sides and 30-50 images 
$500  - extra pages $20 per side including images and text 

8x12 or 10x10” Wraparound hardcover Book with 30 sides and 30-50 images 
$600 – extra pages $20 per side including images and text 

12x12” Wraparound hardcover Book with 30 sides and 30-50 images 
            $700 – extra pages $20 per side including images and text 
 
    

 
 
 

 



 
 
 

AGREEMENT FOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
Wedding Date: _______________ 
Bride’s name:_______________________Phone:_________email:___________ 
Address:____________________________________________________ 
Groom’s name:______________________Phone:_________email:__________ 
Address:_________________________________________________________ 
Address after wedding (if different):____________________________________ 
Address and time of initial contact on event day:________________________ 
Location of ceremony: _____________ Location of Reception:_______________ 
 
1.This constitutes an order for wedding photography services. The person(s) whose 
signature(s) appear on this contract, known as "Client", agree that Marc Pagani Photography 
or Marc Pagani Photography’s associate or assigned photographer, shall provide services to 
photograph their wedding and related events to the best of his/her abilities, in the manner 
described in this document. This is a binding contract that incorporates the entire 
understanding of the parties, and any modifications must be in writing, signed by both 
parties, and physically attached to the original agreement. The laws of the State of Louisiana 
shall govern this contract, and any resulting arbitration shall take place within Orleans 
Parish, Louisiana. Client assumes responsibility for all collection costs and legal fees incurred 
by Marc Pagani Photography should enforcement of this contract become necessary. In the 
event that any part of this Agreement is found to be invalid or unenforceable, the remainder 
of this Agreement shall remain valid and enforceable. Any failure by one or both parties to 
enforce a provision of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of any other portion or 
provision of this agreement. 
2. Upon client’s signature on this contract OR upon non-refundable, non-transferable 
reservation retainer paid (if retainer is placed before contract is signed, retainer will be 
considered a form of contract), Marc Pagani Photography reserves the time and date agreed 
upon, and will not make other reservations for that time and date. For this reason, all 
retainers are non-refundable.  Upon client’s signature on this contract, a 50% retainer must 
be paid within 7 days of client’s signature.    In case of wedding cancellation, or client 
choosing not to retain Marc Pagani Photography’s service after client has signed this 
contract, cancellation must be made in writing, signed by the Client, and sent via Certified 
Mail to Marc Pagani Photography by the United States Post Office. If Client fails to supply 
written cancellation as specified before the wedding date or cancels within 30 days of the 
wedding date, Client shall be required to pay the full balance due. Returned checks will be 
assessed a $50 non-sufficient funds fee, and all future purchases/payments must be paid by 
Cashiers Check.   
3. As mentioned in clause #2, a retainer of 50% of the total package price is due within 7 
days of the signing of this contract, with the remainder to be paid 45 days before the 
wedding date via check sent to Marc Pagani Photography OR via credit card online.  If this 
contract signed within 45 days prior to wedding, the full package price is due upon signature.  
NOTE:  Initial 50% retainer may be made by check or credit card online.  The second (final) 
50% payment can also be made via check or credit card online, but if client chooses to use a 
credit card for the second (final) 50% payment (plus tax), a credit card service fee of 3% of 
the total second (final) payment will be added to second (final) payment.  Second (final) 
payments made by check will not be assessed a charge.  



 
 
  
 
****____Initial 
4. If needed, extra hours of coverage, all parking costs regardless of wedding location, travel 
fees (if wedding is more than 20 miles from Marc Pagani Photography studio/office location), 
and/or costs for transporting photographer(s)/assistants back to his/their vehicle if Client 
requests that photographer(s)/assistant travel with Client will be collected either at the 
wedding or within 7 days after the wedding. 
5. Client agrees to provide meal for Marc Pagani or Marc Pagani Photography’s associate or 
assigned photographer and assistant (if used) during reception. 
6. Reprint costs will reflect prices that are current at the time print order is placed. This 
may or may not be the same as print prices when contract is signed. Tax cost will reflect the 
tax rate that is current on the date of the event.  Overall package cost (minus taxes) will 
reflect prices that are current when the contract is signed and/or retainer is paid, regardless 
of subsequent changes made to package pricing at any point after contract is signed and/or 
retainer is paid.   
7.  A PIN used to download client’s digital image files will be available to Client upon 
expiration of online gallery. 
8. In the unforeseen situation or circumstance that the photographer assigned for the event 
is unable to attend, Client agrees to accept a replacement photographer assigned by Marc 
Pagani Photography. In the unlikely case that there is a complete loss/damage of digital files 
or film negatives (photographs) or complete failure to make and/or deliver digital files or 
film negatives (photographs) for any reason, all money received by Marc Pagani Photography, 
minus expenses, will be returned to Client, and Marc Pagani Photography, or Marc Pagani 
Photography’s associate or assigned photographer shall have no further liability with respect 
to this agreement.  
9. Liability for a partial loss of digital files and/or film negatives shall be a pro-rated portion 
of the total monies paid based on the percentage of total images that were photographed 
versus the total number of images that were damaged/corrupted/lost/missing.  Every 
reasonable effort will be made to take requested pictures, but no specific pose or 
photograph can be promised.  Pro-rated refunds will only be issued in the case of digital files 
that are specifically corrupted/damaged/or lost due to a technical malfunction and/or film 
negatives that are damaged. 
10. The sole remedy for any or all actions or claims shall be limited to a refund whose total 
amount cannot exceed the total monies paid by Client under this Agreement during the time 
preceding the date on which such liability arises.  The refund will be pro-rated in the case of 
clause #9. 
11. Neither Marc Pagani, nor his associate photographers, guarantee a specific number of 
digital files and/or film negatives to be delivered to client.  Total number of digital 
files/film negatives discussed at any point between the Client and Marc Pagani and/or the 
Client and his associate photographers are stated only as estimates.  Any lists supplied will 
be used for organizational purposes only. Images determined by Marc Pagani Photography to 
be substandard or duplicated may be edited out. Marc Pagani Photography will use his 
professional judgment and sole discretion to select which photos to deliver. Such selection 
shall constitute all images that will be made available to Client. 
12. Upon receipt of a photo DVD or other digital media device, Client accepts all 
responsibility for archiving and protecting the photographs. Marc Pagani Photography does 
not permanently archive image files. Marc Pagani Photography is not responsible for the 
lifespan of any digital media provided or for any future changes in digital technology or 
media readers that might result in an inability to read discs provided. It is Client's 
responsibility to make sure that digital files are copied to new media as required. 
13.  Videographers and other vendors as well as semi- professional photographers must not 
obstruct or interfere with the official photography and are not allowed to take any still  



 
 
*****______Initial 
photos during formal portrait sessions. Wedding guests may take photos, but it is the 
responsibility of Client to prevent family and friends from interfering with Photographer's 
duties. Marc Pagani Photography is not responsible for compromised coverage due to causes 
beyond his control such as (but not limited to) other people's camera or flash, the lateness of 
the bride, groom, family members and bridal party members or other principles, weather 
conditions, schedule complications, rendering of decorations, or restrictions of the venues or 
officiate. Marc Pagani Photography is not responsible for existing backgrounds or lighting 
conditions that may negatively impact or restrict the photography coverage. Client agrees to 
confirm the schedule and start time/location one to two weeks prior to the event. 
Notification of any changes in schedule or location must be made in a timely manner. 
Changes can be made by phone with a follow-up email for documentation. If email is sent, 
confirmation of receipt must be obtained. 
14. This contract serves as a model release giving Marc Pagani Photography the irrevocable 
right to use the photographs in all forms and in all media and in all manners, without any 
restriction as to changes or alterations, for advertising, trade, promotion, exhibition, or any 
other lawful purposes. Marc Pagani Photography can grant use of the images to third parties 
and all compensation for use and credit for the images remain the property of Photographer. 
Client waives any right to inspect or approve the photograph(s), finished version(s) 
incorporating the photograph(s), or the use to which it may be applied, including written 
copy that may be created and appear in 
connection therewith. This release is binding on the Client, their legal representatives, 
heirs, and assigns. 
15.  All photographs taken by Marc Pagani Photography are his property, will remain his 
property and are protected by United States Copyright Laws (USC Title 17). Violators of this 
federal law will be subject to its civil and criminal penalties.  Client does retain limited co-
copyright for print reproduction and file copying, but hereby waives any claims for full 
ownership, income, editorial control of the images.  
16.  For bridal or engagement portrait sessions, client will arrive within 20 minutes of 
scheduled session time.  If client arrives 20 minutes or more after scheduled session start 
time (or does not arrive at all), session will be cancelled and rescheduled due to the fact 
that sessions shortened by 20 minutes will not be long enough for photographer to complete 
a full, comprehensive photo shoot.  If client chooses to reschedule the session, client agrees 
to pay a $100 reschedule fee to compensate photographer for his/her time. 
 
 
 
All terms of this agreement on all 3 pages of this contract (all 16 clauses) are understood and 
agreed upon.  
Photographer:_________________________________________Date:______ 
Client:__________________________________________Date:_________ 
List package choice and cost and any additional items in package: 
________________________________________________________________Add local sales 
tax: _________Grand Total: _______ 
Payment Options: check or money order or credit card via paganiphoto.com/visa.html 
1216 N. Galvez St. New Orleans, LA 70119 504.343.5364 phototravel@mac.com 
 

 
 
 
 

 


